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Abstract 

High blood pressure has nearly become a common disorder in humans. Because of several factors such as mental 
stress, smoking, drug addiction, work stress, etc. Humans are suffering from many disorders associated with high 
blood pressure. Pregnancy-induced high blood pressure is one of the most common hypertonic disorders to date. The 
study aims to assess the risk factors of pregnancy associated with hypertension. 
Methods: A quantitative descriptive analysis used to assess approach with questionnaire items is performed. 
Throughout the non-probability sampling method, a purposive random sample of (100) women were chosen. A 
constructed questionnaire includes (sociodemographic data and risk factors associated with pregnancy related to 
hypertension), data was collected through the use of a questionnaire and interview with the pregnant women. 
Through the application the descriptive statistic, data were analyzed. 
Results: The findings illustrated that the symptoms of pregnancy and dietary pattern were the most common risk 
factors associated with pregnancy induced hypertension at high level of score (1.71) for both factors. 
Conclusion: The study concludes that the risk factors of pregnancy associated with hypertension were deals with 
symptoms of pregnancy and dietary pattern. Health education and giving a clear picture regarding the risk factors 
and complications of pregnancy which indeed may help decreased risk pregnancy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

High blood pressure is referred to as hypertension in medicine. “Systolic blood pressure greater than or equal to 140 
mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure more than or equal to 90 mmHg, generally confirmed within four hours apart 
measurement” is how hypertension is characterized in pregnancy [1]. Pre-existing hypertension, prenatal 
hypertension, preeclampsia/eclampsia, and superimposed hypertension are all examples of hypertension disorders in 
pregnancy [2]. These problems can range from a slight rise in blood pressure at term with no other signs or 
symptoms to serious problems that can cause major maternal, fetal, and neonatal harm [3]. Every year, a large 
number of women die from pregnancy-related causes around the world, with Sub-Saharan Africa accounting for 
more than half of these deaths [4]. Hypertensive diseases in pregnancy, such as pregnancyinduced hypertension, are 
responsible for about 12% of maternal mortality. As a result, hypertension problems are one of the most serious 
public health concerns in the world [1,2]. Therefore, this study was performed to determine the risk factors of 
pregnancy induced hypertension. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

To investigate the risk factors of pregnancy associated with hypertension, a quantitative descriptive analysis used to 
assess approach with questionnaire items is performed.  Throughout the non-probability sampling method, a 
purposive random sample of (100) women was chosen. A constructed questionnaire includes (socio-demographic 
data and risk factors associated with pregnancy related to hypertension), data was collected through the use of a 
questionnaire and interview with pregnant women. Through the application thedescriptive statistic, data were 
analyzed (F= Frequency; %= Percentages; M,S.= Mean of Score; S.D.= Standard Deviation; Ass.= Assessment). 
Assessment Level of score was as the follow: (1.00 - 1.33) = Low ;( 1.34 – 1.67) = Moderate; (1.68 – 2.00) = High". 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Risk factors related to the symptoms items suffer pregnant women Table (2):- 

The term of pregnancy to the period in which the fetus develops inside the mother's womb, and often the duration of 
pregnancy is about forty weeks or nine months, so the duration of pregnancy account starting from the first day of 
the last menstrual cycle, it should be noted that it can be divided pregnancy into three stages of the period , so that 
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represents the first third of the period between 1-12 weeks of pregnancy, while the second represents a third of the 
period between 13 and 28 weeks of pregnancy, while the third trimester includes the period between 29 and 40 
weeks of pregnancy. 
Study subjects' responses to the appear clinical manifestations were high level at allitem of the questionnaire, as the 

pregnant suffers from headache, high blood pressure, swelling, nausea and vomiting, vertigo, double vision and 

lower abdominal pain, as wellas, pregnant were not suffering from epilepsy. Those symptoms considered the 

discomfort of pregnancy. These findings agree with findings of the study showed that the most common symptoms 

suffered by pregnant women were nausea, vomiting, and vertigo [5]. While abdominal pain, high blood pressure, 

and vomiting were considered risk factors of discomfort in pregnancy [6]. In addition, it is confirmed in their results, 

the pregnant mothers were rarely suffer of epilepsy [7]. 

Risk factors related to the family history for any of the following diseases Table (3):- 

Family history is a strong risk factor for many common chronic diseases and summarizes shared environmental and 

genetic risk, but how this increased risk is mediated is unknown. The responses to the family history of pregnant 

women for any of the chronic diseases were low level. It means that the pregnant women never had a family history 

with chronic diseases. These findings agree with the meta-analysis study included 11 articles deals with family 

history of autoimmune diseases during pregnancy. The assessment indicated that the majority of women did not 

have a family history of chronic diseases [8]. 

Risk factors related to the diseases items suffer pregnant women Table (4): 

Risk factors of pregnancy inducing hypertension regarding diseases that suffer pregnant women were low level 

responses. Results that all risk factors during pregnancy were found to have no effect. The responses of mothers 

were no. A cross-sectional study involving 354 pregnant women was conducted in Mbulu District in Tanzania 

regarding the knowledge and attitude of pregnant women in rural areas. Their findings depicted that the risk factors 

of pregnancy were not during her pregnancy in that study [9]. 

Pregnant women exposed to the sleep disturbances during pregnancy Table (5): 

Risk factors of pregnancy inducing hypertension regarding pregnant women exposed to sleep disturbances during 

pregnancy were moderate level responses of the assessment. Sleep quality and duration are important for a number 

of physiological functions. As well, the problem of insomnia in pregnant women often occurs as a result of 

hormonal changes in her body, and also as a result of pressure of the uterus on her bladder, which causes the 

pregnant woman to have to wake up more than once during the night in order to urinate, and the pregnant woman 

also finds it difficult to find a comfortable position to sleep, especially when the size of the fetus increases. The 

findings of Silva-Perez et al. (2019), stated that sleep disruption during pregnancy put the women at risk of 

psychological and physical problems such as alert level of conscious and hypertension [10]. As well as, the findings 

of Murin et al. (2011), studied the smoking status during pregnancy. Their findings depicted that the most of 

husbands were smokers unlike their women [11]. While in European countries, it is found that women during 

pregnancy were smokers, due to cultural and geographical environment [12]. 

Dietary Patterns of Pregnant Women Table (6): 

If the blood pressure of a pregnant woman is higher than the normal range (greater than or equal to 140/90) after the 

20th week of pregnancy, the pregnant woman is diagnosed with high blood pressure during pregnancy. Pregnant 

women responses to the assessment of dietary patterns items were high level for all the items. It means that women 

express a healthy diet during their pregnancy. The assessment pregnancy outcome indicated that most of women in 

second trimester were highly responses to the dietary pattern [13]. Although studies have shown that pregnant 

women in Shaanxi, China have a low intake of most nutrients, such as vitamin A, folic acid, and calcium. Diet 

patterns and most nutrient intakes vary according to sociodemographic characteristics and geographic regions [4]. 

CONCLUSION 

The study concludes that the risk factors of pregnancy associated with hypertension were deal with symptoms of 

pregnancy and dietary patterns. Health education and giving a clear picture regarding the risks and complications of 

pregnancy which indeed help decreased risks of pregnancy. 

Ethical Clearance 
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"All experimental protocols were approved under the Basra Health Directorate, Iraq, and all experiments were 

carried out in accordance with approved guidelines". 

RESULTS 

Table1: Descriptive statistic of pregnant women demographic data 
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